Paint the Possibilities

Furniture Flair
Nothing impervious old-school finish like a fresh coat of classical Penta Flair can change the look of your entire household, from a mutli-room to an entire floor. Flair paints and varnishes in every tone you could imagine, from a creamy white to a rich brown, are all hand-picked and tested to ensure that each piece of furniture you paint will not only look beautiful, but also last. Whether you’re painting a single piece or an entire room, Flair paints are a cut of industrial perfection on any kind of real surface, indoors or out.

Doorway Distinction
Write the world a new story with the power of a single, pristine coat of Penta’s Flairs’ sheer, clear glaze and versatility. Make it personal, a coat of white on your front door. Create a masterpiece in your own living space, a coating to transform your front door. With Flairs, you design your own look, your entryway to the world, and make it personal to you. A single coat of Flair can change the way you see your world, and the world sees you.

Trim-spiration
Paint with a pinstripes of joy. Add that classic, crisp finish to your trim with Flair’s chalk-based form and beadboard, painted in a cream complementing or contrasting hue. Add a pop of color to your trim, or paint it white to create a clean, crisp look. Whether you’re painting your Trim with one coat or multiple, Flair ensures that each piece of trim will look beautiful and last. Perfect for new construction or home updates, Flair makes it easy to add that classic, crisp look to your trim work.

Metal Marvels
What a picture in picking Flair’s chalk-based paints for your exterior surfaces. Metal, with its natural characteristics, can often be a challenge to paint. Flair’s chalk-based paints, however, provide a smooth, even finish, allowing for a personal touch. Whether you’re painting a piece of metal art or a piece of metal furniture, Flair offers the perfect solution. Perfect for outdoor furniture, metal artwork, or any other metal surface, Flair’s chalk-based paints are the perfect choice for your exterior surfaces.